
 

Arowana Asset Management Honoured at 2015 Fund 

Awards 

United Kingdom, 16th October- Arowana Asset Management have been awarded ‘Best Multi - Strategy Fund of 

Funds - the Arowana Asian Fund' at Wealth & Finance Magazine’s 2015 Fund Awards. 

The 2015 Wealth & Finance Fund Awards have been put in place to honour the global fund industry 

professionals charged with making multi-million-dollar decisions on behalf of their clients. From the most 

experienced administrators to the newest funds and firms on the scene, these awards honour the individuals and 

institutions whose limitless knowledge and tireless dedication to achieving the best possible results for their 

discerning clients keep the wheels of global finance turning. 

In this year’s awards, the firm has been recognised for its high standard of professionalism and innovation, its 

extensive coverage of markets and focus on risk and the ability to provide tailor made services with a high level 

of care and attention to each client, ensuring the firm is always available to them as their partner in Asia.  

Nathan Angell, Awards Co-ordinator, said: “With the global economy continuing to go from strength to strength, 

the continually exceptional performance from the global fund industry has been a key factor in this upward 

trajectory. With so many professionals and individuals achieving stellar results in this industry, it is an honour to 

recognise Arowana Asset Management for their achievement.” 

To learn more about our award winners and to gain insight into the working practices of the “best of the best”, 

please visit the Wealth & Finance website ( www.wealthandfinance-intl.com ) where you can access the winners 

supplement. 



ENDS 

Notes to editors. 

About Wealth & Finance International 

Wealth & Finance International is a monthly publication dedicated to delivering high quality informative and up-to-

the-minute global business content. It is published by AI Global Media Ltd, a publishing house that has 

reinvigorated corporate finance news and reporting. 

Developed by a highly skilled team of writers, editors, business insiders and regional industry experts, Wealth & 

Finance International reports from every corner of the globe to give readers the inside track on the need-to-know 

news and issues affecting banking, finance, regulation, risk and wealth management in their region. 

 

 


